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J.1

Overview

Prior to the 2011 Update to the Dry Creek Watershed Plan, many firms had been
automating the integration of the District’s PDP software with the HEC-1 hydrology
software, through the use of spreadsheets and batch files. Some firms had even
developed computer programs and spreadsheet tools to reduce the results of the HEC1 analysis to simplified tables for scenario management. But it was not easy to utilize
HEC-HMS (a graphical and more up-to-date hydrology processor). An import utility
from HEC-1 was available within HEC-HMS. However, errors often occurred in the
resulting files, and it would take considerable time to import each scenario.
With the initiation of the Dry Creek Plan Update in 2008, it became obvious that a
central set of software tools would be necessary to assist with the data management for
the proposed analysis containing more than 1250 watersheds and more than 3800 data
points in the hydrology files alone. The update planned using the HEC-HMS software
for hydrology calculations, in order to provide a graphical environment for future editing
of the files as well as to make use of the geo-referencing and GIS capabilities,
essentially to bring the analysis to the “state-of-the-art” levels. The planned integration
of a hydraulic routing analysis via HEC-RAS further complicated the proposed data
tracking efforts as more than 200 links between the base hydrology model and the
hydraulic routing model were planned for each scenario. Ultimately, the modeling
involved 9 scenarios, with 7 storm events being modeled in each scenario, and 7 storm
centering conditions being modeled for each event. Then for each event and each
scenario the results needed to be compared and the highest flow results presented for
the tables included in the report.
During the proposal process the complexity of getting the various software programs to
communicate and produce useable and coherent information was represented by the
following software matrix (Figure J.1), which formed the outline for the toolset developed
with the Dry Creek Toolbox (DCDESKTOP).
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Figure J.1: Software Communication Relationship Matrix

HEC-1/PDP/HMS Toolbox
Option 2

As we worked our way through the Dry Creek Plan Update, we found that several
previously difficult tasks needed to be repeated many thousands of times, and therefore
we programmed several tools to automate these processes. The 1 st tools developed
related to the need for the ability to convert source numerical data for the watersheds
directly into HEC-1 input files and HEC-HMS data structures. Then tools were needed
to update different aspects of HEC-HMS data sets from source data. Then tools were
needed for post-processing the HEC-HMS and HEC-RAS results into spreadsheets,
automatically retrieving certain data from certain locations.
The resulting software tools are shown in Figure J.2 for the Limited User License
(FREEWARE) version of the software. This software can be downloaded from the
project website at: www.pcdrycreek.org . There are 2 versions of the software. The
FREEWARE version which provides end users the ability to create/modify project file
sets, and the RESTRICTED license version, which is only provided to model reviewing
agency staff, which provides some additional tools that are useful for checking submittal
data. The FREEWARE version may be used by anyone that agrees to the license
agreement posted on the website. The limitation of the FREEWARE version is that it is
only intended for use on the DRY CREEK WATERSHED PLAN UPDATE files, and
derivative works, and is not intended or licensed for use on other studies outside the
Dry Creek Watershed of Placer County, CA.
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Both CESI and PCFCWCD restrict the use of the RESTRICTED version to certain
authorized users.
Both versions of the software are provided at no cost to the end users.
Figure J.2: Dry Creek Desktop Software Interface

Neither version includes the “DATA VIEWER”, which is restricted to CESI internal use
only (at the time of the writing of this document it was not complete).
Additionally, some buttons within the software are not activated and may say “Not
Available in this Version” or something similar… This means that we have not
completed the programming for this button and have determined it was not necessary
for the use of the Dry Creek Plan Update Modeling.
A similar version of the software for use in the Pleasant Grove Creek watershed is
available thru the City of Roseville.
NOTE: The second version of the PDP software, PDP2.EXE is required to be properly
installed in order for this software to work correctly.
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J.2

Prerequisites

Pre-requisite Software for Dry Creek Plan Update and DCDESKTOP:
HEC-HMS version 3.3
HEC-RAS 4.1.0 or later
HEC-DSSVUE (Recommended and necessary for some functions)
PDP2
Microsoft Excel (optional for XLS file creation)
J.3

Installation

Please install all prerequisites correctly. When installing HEC-1 and PDP2, make sure
they are installed into a directory on your “PATH” (see READ_ME_FIRST.txt
README.txt in DCDesktop\PDP file folder). Please remove any previous versions of
PDP from your system.
The DCDESKTOP software uses standard WINDOWS XP Professional Dynamic Link
libraries (DLL). If the user will create DLL’s with these tools then the program will
require access to the third party HECLib.dll and hlib42.dll which need to be located in
the system folder (c:\windows\system32\ ) in order to function completely. These DLL
files are distributed by the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and are included in
the DCDesktop distribution zip file.
Step 1: Unzip the DCDESKTOP.ZIP file to a network or local hard drive location, that
your user has permissions to access.
Step 2: Create a shortcut on your desktop to the DCDESKTOP.EXE program. Right
mouse click any empty location on your desktop and hold the mouse over “New”, then
select “Shortcut”. Then use the browse button to find the DCDESKTOP.EXE that you
unzipped in the previous step. Then press “Next” and “Finish” and you should see a
new icon on your desktop.
You should be done and ready to use the software at this point. Double click on the
icon that you created and verify that the software starts up with the following screen:
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Figure J.3: Dry Creek Desktop Software Interface

J.4

Before you Start!

You need to have a good understanding of how to use the HEC-1, HEC-HMS, and
HEC-RAS software programs. You also need to have a good understanding of how to
prepare base PDP input files and use the PDP2 software to create storm centered
events for HEC-1 input. You also need to have a good understanding of the use of
“ELTROID.DAT” files for the storing of coordinates of watersheds. In DCDESKTOP, the
use of “ELTROID.DAT” is extended to also store coordinates for all hydrology nodes,
which includes Connections, Routing Reaches, Watersheds, Storage Routing, etc… In
order to keep the data geo-referenced in HEC-HMS all hydrology nodes will need a
coordinate. For watersheds, the centroid location should be used.
The standard format for “ELTROID.DAT” is:
Junction Name, ZCOORD, XCOORD, YCOORD
Reach Name, ZCOORD, XCOORD, YCOORD
Watershed Name, ZCOORD, XCOORD, YCOORD
Etc...
ZCOORD is the vertical elevation in feet
XCOORD and YCOORD are the X and Y coordinates of the element in miles
(feet/5280).
Yes, the comma separators are important.
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To be consistent with HEC-1, the names are usually limited to 6 characters. For the Dry
Creek watershed study, watershed names were not allowed to start with the following
letters because they were used to symbolize other features: V, Y, U, Z. When one of
these letters was used in the 1st character it means that the element is something other
than a watershed as defined below:
V = Routing Feature
Y = Connection Node
U = PULS Routing Feature
Z = Reserved for DSS file interaction
Very large spreadsheets were assembled for the project, based on CESI’s standard
“Connect_Order” formatting. In which on the 1st sheet of the workbook, the connection
order of all hydrology elements is defined in the left-most column. The user simply
inputs the element name for each element in the order they would need to be processed
by HEC-1, and the remainder of the sheet is automatically filled out. The remaining
sheets of the workbooks that are distributed with the Plan Update Models, were
generated from GIS files and other databases, such that they are looked up from the
connect_order sheet for content. Users editing connect_order data should edit the
content on the supporting sheets to match their desired values.
The 1st sheet of the “connect_order” workbook is “Saved As” a “.csv” (comma separated
values) file from excel. This “.csv” file is read by DCDESKTOP in other operations.
J.5

DCDESKTOP Functions

The program will perform the following functions for the Dry Creek Watershed Plan
Update base files:
-

-

Creates HEC-1 input setup files from a spreadsheet format
Creates HEC-1 input files using Placer County Flood Control and Water
Conservation District Stormwater Management Manual procedures and modified
Placer County Design Precipitation Program (pdp).
Converts HEC-1 files to HEC-HMS
Sets up batch (.bat) files for simplifying the execution of certain project data.
Performs batch processing operations
Performs batch post-processing operations.

The main interface is divided into three task areas based on the third party software that
the functions produced files will interact with:
·
·
·

HEC-1 Tools (2)
HEC-HMS Tools (4)
HEC-RAS & Post-Processing Tools (2)
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J.6

HEC-1 Tools (2)
The First HEC-1 based tool will assemble an HEC-1 base file model
from the “Connect_Order” “.csv” spreadsheet for that scenario. It can
create PDP input files in the default mode, by specifying the source
CSV file and pressing the “Go! Make INP from CSV” button. In this
default mode, a “.inp” file will be created with the same file name and
in the same directory as the source CSV file.

Alternatively, the user can “Check this if you want to Run PDP for the below storm
centering parameters”. Under the advanced mode, INP and HEC-1 DAT files are
created. The DAT file already contains the PDP storm centering precipitation and is
ready to be processed through HEC-1. In the advanced mode, the “ELTROID.DAT” file
must also be specified.
Figure J.4: Example of Advanced Mode Input for HEC-1 file creation Tool:
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Selecting the “Go Make INP from CSV” in this case would create the file directory
shown in Figure J.5.
Figure J.5: “Go Make INP from CSV” Directory

Double clicking the “RunIT.bat” file would execute PDP2 & HEC-1 for the above
selected storm angles, frequency, duration, and centerings. These files could then be
used by one of the HEC-HMS tools to create HEC-HMS models for each of the
scenarios that were created.
A reverse lookup button is also available. If an HEC-1 INP file is provided in the 1st text
box, a connect_order formatted CSV file is created from the HEC-1 input file. This tool
is useful, if all you have is a model and you don’t have the source “connect_order”
spreadsheet. This tool can create a version of the connect_order spreadsheet that could
then be edited for model changes, or used to create other model scenarios, using this
tool, for event duration, frequency, storm angle, and centerings if you also had an
“ELTROID.DAT” file for the model.

After executing the HEC-1 analysis, it is sometimes desirable to retrieve
the peak flow results computed at each node in the system. This tool
will allow the user to create CESI standard hydrology comparison data
format (.hcd) files. These are simply a CSV format file with an HCD file
extension. The 1st column is the node name, the second contains the
peak flow, the third is the time of peak flow, and the 4th is the basin area
at the node in square miles. The data looks like the example in Figure
J.6.
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Figure J.6: Example of HCD data format

In addition to exporting the peak flow results of each HEC-1 “.out” file that is selected
this tool can create some additional CSV files that can be very useful. The two check
boxes at the bottom of the “HEC-1 Post-processing Tool” will create additional
spreadsheets based on the data files selected.
The “Create Total Summary CSV File” will create a CSV spreadsheet file that contains
the peak flow of each selected file in a separate column, so that they can be directly
compared.
The “Create Max Summary CSV File” will create a CSV spreadsheet, that identifies the
peak flow for each node in the files selected, comparing the values from each of the
files, and reports in the adjacent column the source file that the peak occurred in.
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Figure J.7: HEC-1 Post-processing Tool
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J.7

HEC-HMS Tools (4)

The DCDESKTOP was programmed for compatibility with HEC-HMS version 3.3 file
formats, and may not be compatible with subsequent versions. The following 4 tools
were programmed to enable the user to communicate data from project standard
formats such as the “connect_order”, ELTROID, and HEC-1 input files (INP) directly into
HEC-HMS data files and to create complete HEC-HMS data structures from source
files.

This tool is used to update an existing HEC-HMS data set (BASIN file) for model
updates in either a connect_order spreadsheet.
Figure J.8: BASIN File Updater

Only the second and fourth buttons are available for this tool, meaning the tool only
works for converting the CSV spreadsheet format to the BASIN file.
This routine will usually not replace the original BASIN file, but rather creates a new one
in the same directory with a slightly different name. The user would need to delete the
old one and rename the new one for it to become the effective BASIN file for the model.
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This routine updates the coordinate values (feet) used in a HEC-HMS model (BASIN
file), with the values contained in an ELTROID.DAT file.
Figure J.9: Coordinate Updater for BASIN

A second function allows the coordinates stored in a HEC-HMS data set to be exported
to an ELTROID.DAT file, and creates a strawman (connected by straight lines) diagram
of the HEC-HMS data set. This is useful for creating an ELTROID.DAT, and also for
creating a drawing describing the connectivity of the analysis data.

This tool is used to update “PAIRED” data for an HEC-HMS data set from the
“connect_order” CSV format. PAIRED data is stored in the HEC-HMS data set in a
DSS data table. DSS files cannot be directly viewed or edited without special tools such
as “DSSVUE”.
The option to convert HEC-1 Input (INP) file format data is not available.
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Figure J.10:

Paired Data Updater

This tool creates an entire HEC-HMS data set from a HEC-1 Input (.DAT or INP) file.
The HEC-1 input file must contain the precipitation data (PI CARDS) . This tool requires
that the user specify the source HEC-1 Input file, and an ELTROID.DAT file containing
coordinates for all nodes in the model. Two options are available for the assignment of
loss factors: Initial and Constant (the 1st option) is the district standard specified in the
Stormwater Management Manual, however, for Dry Creek it was found that Constant
Loss with an Initial Deficit (2nd option), provided a better calibration in lower flows. The
2011 Update was computed using he Constant/Deficit settings.
Selecting the
appropriate action button will prepare the files with that type of loss rates. Default
values for the loss coefficients are shown below the action buttons, which can be
modified to suit each model.
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Figure J.11:

HMS Model Data Set Builder

The HMS data set will be created in a directory with the same name as the source
model DAT file. An Example HMS data set is shown in Figure J.12.
The “RunMe.bat” file provides the user a means to compute the HEC-HMS analysis
without having to enter the HEC-HMS software. The batch file will externally execute
HEC-HMS for the data set in that directory. This can save the user considerable time.
However, after the batch file is finished running the user should check to make sure the
created DSS file contains results data. There are cases where errors occur within HMS
due to data issues (mostly relating to PAIRED data not covering the peak flows passing
a certain element), which can cause HEC-HMS to abort when running in this manner,
without generating an error message.
Be careful when setting up your model names as batch files can only handle ordinary
characters (not spaces for example), and there is a limit of 255 characters that can be
passed for the directory structure and file name combined.
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Figure J.12:

J.8

Example HMS Data Set

HEC-RAS and Post-Processing Tools (2)

This tool is used to create a set of script files that will retrieve the node
results from a variety of analysis results DSS files. For example, the
peak flow for some points may need to come from the HEC-RAS
results DSS file for one storm centering, and others from another storm
centering, and some may need to come from the results of an HEC-HMS analysis. The
user needs to create a CSV file in advance that has 4 pieces of information specified for
each element they desire to extract the data for: Point Number, Directory Name, DSS
file name and directory, DSSPATH. Example of this input format is shown in Figure
J.14.
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Figure J.13:

Example of PARSER DATA FILE Format

Figure J.14:

Export DSS Results to Intermediate Files

The option to create a summary file does not function in this version. The resulting files
are created as shown in Figure J.15. Executing the “DSSPARSER.DAT” will retrieve
the hydrograph for each point, saving it to a 3 column CSV file: [Increment, DATE,
FLOW]. Each file will be named by the point number field. The resulting “intermediate
hydrograph files” can be used to plot individual hydrographs from a variety of model
scenarios and locations or to retain the data for other uses.
Figure J.15:
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This tool reads the intermediate hydrographs produced in the previous
tool, and can convert or summarize them. Figure J.16 shows the conversion tool.
Figure J.16:

Intermediate Data Conversion & Summary Tool

Use the windows on the left to identify the directory of files that you want to convert or
summarize. Select the files in the window on the right. The 1st Check box would be
used to convert each CSV file to an EXCEL (XLS) file (requires Microsoft Excel). The
second checkbox is used to create a summary CSV file of just the maximum flows for
each hydrograph. The third checkbox is used to create a summary CSV file of just the
total flow volume for each hydrograph file selected.
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